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1 INTRODUCTION 

During past few years the experiments performed at the Low Energy . 
-Antiproton Ring (LEAR) at CERN and also at BNL (USA) and KEK 

(Japan) provided rich information on N.N interactions.at low energies. 
_ There are two main features of proton-antiproton reactions at 1ow 

energies which make them very distinct from pp interactions .. The first is 
the large annihilation of a pp system ( at antiproton beam momentum.in 
the laboratory system PL between 180 and 600 MeV /c the annihilation 
cross-section is about 2-3 times larger than the elastic one) whereas for. 
pp_ interaction this process is absent. The second is the high anisotropy 
of elastic pp - scattering and pp -+ nn charge-exchange reaction which . 
is produced by the interference of s .- and higher waves. The analyses of 
data [1-3) lead to a significant p -wave contribution even at very small 
momenta to the elastic scattering cross section and to the annihilation 
which is quite different from pp scattering where the s - wave interaction 
dominates and the p -wave contribution is small: 

One of the interesting features of the data is also the unusual behav
. ior of the real-to-imaginary ratio of the pp f~rward elastic scattering 

amplitude, p == Ref w / Im fw le=o which is large and negative at zero 
energy and changes rapidly when PL grows. 

The characteristic distance in low energy elastic and annihilation pp 
interaction is about 1 fm and for such distances the perturbation QCD • 

· theory is not applied. In this situation phenomenological analyses of data 
were made within ·the various potential models [4-8), but these analyses 
are in fact mod~l dependent. ' 

Ot~er analyses fulfilled in the framework of the scattering-length ex
pansion [9,10,15), on the contrary, are practically model-independent. 
These analyses incorporate analyticity and unitarity in the M -matrix 

• formalism [11,12]. The nn channel was taken into account whose thresh
old is distant from pp ones at 98 Me V / c and affect the behavior of p _ 

: arid elastic pp -amplitude. The annihilation channels were considered 
by taking the elements of M -matrix in a complex form. But _the 
arguments, given in paper [10], that the annihilation can be taken into 
account in a similar way are not consistent; particularly, in papers· [9,10], 
mentioned above, there. are discrepancies conc~rning the effective radii 
being complex or not. Below we discuss this problem, and our analysis 
involves the annihilation channels directly. 



One point of interest is the question of resonances· ( or baryonium ) - · -
and bound states in the pp system. In recent years, considerable ex
perimental efforts have been made in search for this probl;m: Although 
several candidate states have been reported in the pp system, they have 
failed to be confirmed in pp· cross section experiments. But if these reso- · 
nances sit on a large nonresonant background, they might be visible more 
sensitively in the phase analysis rather than in cross section. Below we 
discuss the experimental data within the framework of phenomenological 
consideration and try to perform an analysis of that type. 

The contents of the paper is the following. In section 2 we discuss 
briefly the M · -matrix method, and the problem of complex scatt~ring 
lengths and radii. In section 3 the M -matrix effective range expansion 
is formulated for the N N system. In section 4 numerical fits to the data 
are presented. Section 5 is devoted to discussions of the fitted parame
ters; positions of the resonance and .bound states and 'their connection 
with. the behavior of the p ratio. In section 6 brief conclusions and the 
problems are presented. 

2 MULTICHANNEL 
METHOD 

M ·- MATRIX 

, -The multichannel effective range theory is a .part of. M. - matrix 
method and it is based on the well-known effective range method in the 

. case of elastic scattering. 
The partial wave amplitude T1 satisfying the elastic unitary condi

tion 

· Im T1 = 2i I T1 12 

ma~ be writ~en in the p},tysical region in the form 

T1 = (e2
;61 -_ 1) /2i .. 

(1) 

(2) 

For the amplitude /1 determined by T1 == k 21+1 /1 the unitary condition 
lS 

Im / 1-
1 = -k21+1 ' , ,(3) 

2 

r 

r 
r 
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where k is the cent.er-of-mass mo~entum, 

k = J[s -(m1 +m2) 2l[s-(m1 __:,m2) 2]/4s (4) 

m1 and m2 are the mass~s of c~mding particles. From equation (1) it. 
follows that /1 may, be represented in the form. 

/1 = 
l , 

M1(k) -ik21+i . 
.· (5) 

where M1(k) is the real function: Im M1(k) = 0. Note also that 
•' ·-

T1-l = -i + M,/k21+1 and M1 = k21+1cot 61 

. Function M1(k) is analytic in the complex k plane in the vicinity 
of k = 0 · and may be expanded in a series in powers of k2 

•.,. (k). 1 . 1 . ·k2 . 
1v11 = - + - r1 + ... 

a1 . 2 
. (6) 

At the threshold / 1 = a1 ., The parameters. 'a/ and r1 are called '? scat
tering lengths" and "effective radii", respectively, and are real because 
otherwise Im M,(k)'=/: 0. 

Above the threshold the posi_tions of possible resonances are deter
mined by the relation M,(k) = 0 . Below the threshold k --ti I k I and 
the zero·of the denominator of formula (3) in the complex · k -plane cor
responds to a bound ~tate, when the pole lies in the upper k ;half-plane 
( the first/physical sheet in the·., -plane ) and to a virtual ;tate, when 
the pole lies in the lower k half-plan~ ( the second/unphysical sheet in 
the s -plane ). ' · 

· • The simplest way to include the inelasticity into this scheme is to 
change real a1 to complex al. + ial' . This leads to violation of elastic 
unitary condition (1) and elastic and total cross sectio~ are propa'rtional 
to: a;2 and a;'2 , respectively. B~t this simplest way is ~ot sufficient if . 
it is. necessary to describe the transitionainpiitudes into concrete final 
states. · 

· A suitable effective range method for reactions of a system of several 
two-body channels has been developed by M.Rciss arid G;Shaw [11I12]. 
For partial amplitude~ T;; = (j I 'Ii I i) the unitary relations are . ' 

T;; - ~) = 2i :ET;~ Tn; (7) 
n 
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where i,j, n - are numbers of ch~nnels. 'For aniplit~des J;; which are. 
determined by the relation 

t = k':1t2fk,':*- ,· 

where k is the diagonal matrix momentum k;; . = k;O;; and k; is given 
hr eq.(4) the unitary condition has the form 

Im J-1 = -k21+1 (8) 
. . . . 

Equation(~) is satisfied automatically if j is written in the form (the 
partial-wave index l for J;; and M;; is implied everywhere below) -

j, = (M -'ik2l+1)-1 , (9) 

where matrix M(s) is real and sym~etrical and its elements are analyt
ical ( outside of dynamical cuts ) functions free of unitarity singularities. 
Thus, they can be expanded in a serie~ in powers of k2 near any energy 
E0 in the neighborhood of the threshold of one,of the channels: 

'. - f ·,, :_ , -·.-. ,:-
M; = M;;(Eo) + 2 R;; (kf - kl{Eo)) + ... , -· (10) 

_where_ M;;(Eo), R;; are the real constants. _ , 
The partial wave analysis based on expansion (10) is often.used and 

we refer, for example,· to the -;r-;r analysis of Protopopescu et,al. [13] 
where the K K _ channel was taken into account and three first terms of 
expansion of M;;( s) , were used. Note that Ross .;_nd Shaw demonstrated 
[11] that in a simple model a good approximation is R;; ~ 0 if i=f-j -
even when the diagonal elements_ R;; are large and numerically quite 
different. 

Before we shall formulate our problem consistently, discuss briefly a 
discrepancy which often occurs in a phenomenological analysis of multi
channel reactions using the effective range· formalism with the so-called 
"complex scattering lengths". There a~e several ways to introduce that 
length. . _ 

-i) Shaw and Ross [12] considered the cas~ where just one initial chan-
- nel is accessible experimentally. The_complex energy-dependent scatters 

ing length a(k) is introduced in this channel n by the formula 

Tnn = . _:_k!1+1 [ 1/a(k)+ ik!1+1 J-1 (11) 

4< 

·1 

i 
l 

I 
1 

f 

I 
' 

\ 
l 

t .. 
l 

0 

and 1/a(k) depends on_ the M -matrix elements: 

. -1/a(k) = Mnn + M~~ L MniMin', (12) 
i,ln 

· where M;; is the i, j ininor of ( M - ik21+1
) • The role of a( k) in T;,; 

(i,j =/- ~) is complicated. It is seen from (11) th~t the energy dependence 
of 1/a(k) is not simple. In f~ct; the "zero-range'; approximation, i.e. 
taking the matrix R;;; - equal to z~r~ is n6t equivalent t6 a con;tant 
scattering length._ The complex scattering length ·c.;,n be usecl to describe 
some·of obser~ations but as it seen from (12) the knowledge of all R;,; 
is needed for the_ full effective range analysis. -· · -

ii) Dalitz et.al.(see [14)) used the complex scattering lengths in the .. 
K -matrix formalism. The' hermitian K · 0matrix is related to the 
scattering amplitude T and M ~matrix by 

( . . . 

T = K (1-: iJ{-)-1 ' : M ~ k21+1 _K-:1 k2_1+1. _-

For a two~channel problem (for simplicity) 

where 

K=(p ~) 1 
and. '1:u = A-1 - i 

A = a + i/32 
/ ( 1 - i,) = a + ib 

,- ' ' 

is interpretable as ~ co~plex (energy-dependent) length f6r the first 
channel since in the elastic case . (/3 = 0) - Tu = ei61 sino1· and 

A= a== tgo1 • 

Though _the arriplitude 

T12 . = . 1 _ i, 1 - iA 
/3 :1: 

does n<;>t depend only 0~ a and b ' both quanti~ies I T~1 12 and' I T12 1
2 

a2 + b2 
. :I Tu 1

2
= a2 + (1 + b2) ' 

b 
IT12 I"= · .. .a2 +(l+b2) (13)· 

.do depend on them andit is p_ossible to fit the cross sections .uu , 0-12 

if A= a+ ib is assumed to be complex constant (zero.effective range). 

--
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But, besides the energy-dependence of A , other amplitudes, for example 
T22 , cannot be evaluated only from a and b . · 
· iii) In the framework of the. M -matrix method complex scattering 

lengths in all channels were used in papers [9,10]. Note that matrix 
elements Mi; are not .. evaluated via the combination A = a+ ib and 
the complex lengths in' the discussed papers· are not the sanie as in the 
previous part'. The reason for suggesti11g the.Je~gths in M -matrix.to be 
complex is the following. The amplitude fu for the cas·eof tw<> coupled 
channels (for example) mayh~ ~ri~te.11 fo the form ' · · · · 

•. fu = 1/ [(Mu'._·ik;1+1) - M;2 / (M22-'-- iki1+1)]. 
• ·, J ' ' ' 

. (14) 

If the secon.d term in the square brackets is approximately.constant for 
the concrete physical problem, it may be treated as a complex addition 
to M11(E0 ) and the opening of the inelastic channel.can be practically 
treated by introducing the co~plex scattering length (but the effective 
range is still real in contiadiction with the ~ssu.mption in paper [9]; see 
also [15]). . . . .. .. . . . ·•.. . . . . , 

In paper [10] these a~gume~t·s wer~· pres~ritecl for 'nllcl~on-aritinu~leon 
scattering for the purpose to take into account the annihilation channels 
for the two channel pp, nn -problem. The results of our investigation 
demonstrate that these arguments are not co~rect ~nough; 

3 EFFECTIVE RANGE EXPANSION 
FOR THE. Ni[- SYSTEM:.•· 

~~ 

The effective range analysis of N N interaction is rather compli
cated since one should take into account the <pp''aiid 'nii ~ha~nels, 
annihilation channels and Coulomb attraction. As· has been· discussed 
above, we shall not use' so ill-defined phenmnena as the ,, complex scat
tering length", and shall try to include the anriihil~tion. channels into 
our sche~e directly. ·For technical'reasons we suppose that iinnihilation 
channels are effectively reduced to one channel that consists of two par
ticles. with equal masses ni0 • The ratio .. m0 /m;,, is, in principle, the 
parameter ofthe method, but the results are not rather sensitive to.its 
variation in the physically reasonable region between about 0.6 and 0.8 
: ~elow we fix it equal to 0.7 . · ,: 
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The.matrix./;; has theJorm 

( 

M •k21+1 M ,·. M. : ) . u-i1 12 · 13 .· . 
M21 M22 - i~1+1 M23 

. M31 . . M32 . M~ ~ ik;1+i ·· 
i(s) = : (15) 

where indices 1, 2, 3 stand for channels of pp, nn. and annihilation. The 
momenta . k; are: 

k ~ (s - 4m;) ½, k = (s -4m!) ½ , k ·= (s - 4m~) f· 
1 , 4. , .. 2 . ,' 4 . , ,:3. ,: 4 

. ' " . . - .. , ,' 

The re~l.m~trix ,. M;;(~L .is ~ymmetri~al.beca~se of the ti~e-~e~ersal 
invariance.. ' ' ''' . . . •. . . • . . 

We obtain for the, amplitudes ~i_scussed be.low: 

where 

fu 
h2 

/12 

= '(M22.:.. ik;1+1.:.. z1)/ D1 , 
-- · ·· 21 i. : . .- .. 

= (Mu-:: ik1 + -y,)/ D1, 

-(M1:i -foiyi)/D1 "'· 

•.:_ M. 2 j.(M.· "k21+1)- • _,·M· 2 /(M': ·k21+1) '•. z1 - 23 33 - i 3 . , .YI-,- 13 33 - i 3 ., 

D . .(M.. ·,k21+1. )(. M. - . ;k· 21+1 -.)• (M . . ;j;;;-;;;;:)2 

.(~6) 

, 1 = ·. u - i 1 . ;- YI 22 --: i 2 - z1 ,7" . 12 .--: v Z1Y1 • . 

· , · = det(j-1)/(M33 -:- iki1+1). (17) 

It. is see~ from eq. ·(16),(17). that _if momerit~ · k3 and all matrix 
elements M;3 are not constants, it is impossibl~ to take the ~nnihila.tion 
channels into accou~t eff~~fo~ely by renorming.~atrix elements •. Afo -
with indices i, j = 1, 2 . Just the sa~e situation oc~urs in our problem: 
i) the variations of k; and kf -are equal when the inomentum ofan 
incident antiproton PL. grows from. zero; ii)all our fits lead to at least 
one of the M;3 ( s )' which clepends ~11bst~ntia.lly on energy. . . 

Another problem is connected with isotopic invariance and its role 
for,the matrix elements M;; . Usually, this phenomenon is treated as a 
kinematical one, i.e., the. M;; _are assumed to be unaffected by th~ mass 
splitting; In-pa~ticular, the constantterms M1i(Eo) and M22(Eo) 
which a;e named in papers [9,10] the s~attering lengths of pp. and nn 
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coincide and can be expressed in. terms of the is~spiri sc~tte:ririg lengths 
ag> and al1> with I = ~ and I = 1 :. 

··. {I) ··.·.·{I) 

( ) ·c ) . ao + al 
Mu Eo = M22 Eo ;=':· (I) {I) , 

2a0 a1 

. (1) (1) 
a -ao • . 1 

M12(Eo) = . 2ag>af> (18) 

The'effective r·a.dii of pp· and nn · interactions are supposed to be equal 
to each other too, but for pp ---+ nn the analogous term is supposed to· 
equal zero. . . .. . . . . 

In distinction with this approach', we do not make su_ch a not well
founded assumption that· in the case'when the ~ross section pp---+ ~n 
is of the same order of magnitude as the elastic one, i.e. large isotopic: . 
in.varia.~ce violation, the matrix elements M;J are unaffected by this· 
violation. We want to stress that if one takes into account. the isospin · 
vi~lation not only by proton. and neutron mass differen'ce but· witli 'in
cl~sion of the charge-exchange ~hannel, the violations become dynamical 
and. the difference betw~en ampl!tudes of ~trong int;tactions /n and 
/;2 ~ may be large by definition. Note, that we use equal initial values 
of adjustible parameters for the matrix elements M11 and M22 , but 
this equality breaks down in the processes of fitting procedure due to the 
effect of charge-~xchange channel. . . 

Therefore, )Ve do not suppose any artificial restriction on coefficients . 
of M;; and phy~ical values of the scattering l~ngths and effective radii 
will only be r~sults of the fit. Th~s, we use the actu~lscattering ampli
tudes but ~~1>. and al') are calculated via actual physical length, i.e. 
via the values of amplitudes /;; at the corresponding thresholds ... To 
end this discussion, let us write down these scattering lengths for the two 
cha~el, pp -, ~n ~problem without arinihila.tion and Couloinb attrac~ 
tion (for simplicity). Using eq.(10) with taking the • nn threshold for 
Ei, we obtain: · · · 

In ,,.1~~. _ . -1 . ·A . a12 -. 2T12u .. 
[

.. . · 1 ·, . ( -1· 1 A)2 ] :°1, 
- a 11 - -ruu - 1 . 1 / 

. 2 . a22 - 2r22A + fl.1 2 . 

[ 

. ·. '.. -1 1· ~1 . 
-1 a12 

a22 --: a-1 - ill. 
. 11 . . . ., 

/22 lk2=0 ·- (19) 

( 
.l 1 ·. ).[(... 1 1 ..• ·. )( 1 . . 1 ... . J.) . 

- - au - -2r12A ai"1 .:.... -Tull. a22 - -r22A + A 2 

2 ,. 2 'i . . . . .. . .· 
( -1 A)2J-1 a12 · - 2r12u , 

/12 '"1=0 

8 

~ 

l 
? 

.j 

r 
·~ 
i 
! 

l~ 
1 

.where 

A = 2 . 2 
mn-mp, a;/ = M;;(Eo); 

/ 22 is complex indeed. Only in the case when channels pp · and nn 
, are not coupled ( M12 =. 0 and u(pp ---+ nn) = 0 ) and A = 0 , 
the channels pp and nn coincide and the equality a 11 ·= a 22 must 

. hold. It is clear that it is ~ot correct to demand this equality a priory 
especially when u(pp-'+ nn) is compatible with the cross section of an 
elastic process. . 

We take into account partial amplitudes· with ·z = O and l = i and 
use the effective range expansion of ele~ents. M;; in the standard forIIl 
[11] 

- . 1 1 2 
M!:-O = - + -r;;k2 , 

'' a;; 2 
1 3 _!__ k2, l=l ____ D.' 2 

M;; - b;; 2 Hij 
{20) 

where the nn threshold was taken for E0 and only first two terms in 
the row (10) were kept. 

·. The differential cross section of the elastic scattering amplitud~ and 
charge-exchange reaction are expressed through the spin average ampli
tudes: , 

du1i/d0. = I Fc(IJ) + c2[/!~) + 3k:e2i(61 -
6•>(1 + 1,2)JWcos8] 12 

, · 

du12/do. = . c:~2 I/}~)\ 3k1k2ei<61
:...

60>(1 + 1,2)112Jg>cos9 l2 
, (21) 

~here the Coulomb amplitude [10,12,18] . ' 

. 9 · . 9 . 
Fc(9) = ~(2k1sin2-r1 11 exp [-:-i11 ln (sin2-)], {22) 
: '• ·.. · . .2 . · 2 

77 = -l/k1aB , aB = 2/amp ~ 57.6 fm i~ the Bohr radius of the pp 
atom, 

c2
_ = -21r11/t1-'--- e:z:p (21r11)], .i, = arg f(l + 1 + i77). 

According. to papers [10,12], besides the . Coulomb factors explicitly 
contained in eqs.(2l)and .(22), the amplitudes /;; have still addi~ 
tional Coulomb corrections produced by' changing (Mu _: ikf1+1

) to 

(Mu ~ ~kf1 k1 TI, +t:..g>) ?. where . . 

k1 = k1 [c2 - 2i 11 ~(k1aB)], h(:z:) ~ --y + ln :z:.+ 1.2/:z:2, if :z: ~ 1,. 
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-y = 0.577 ... is the Euler constant, TI,= 1 , if l = o and TI, = 1+772 
, 

if l = 1 , D..c is the Coulomb correction to the scattering lengths: 
A {l=O) ~ -Q 08/ -1 A (1=1) ~ Q . uc _ . m , uc . _ . 

A- NUMERICAL· ANALYSIS OF THE 
:EXPERilVI~NTAL DATA 
Our data set covers differential elastic and charge exc_hange pp 

cro~s sections," angle~integratelcro_ss secfams' ;,..,(pp), Ut~t(PP); p • .,(pp) 
·and the real-to-imaginary ratio of the . Pi . forward elastic scattering 
amplitude p . At our disposal there are differential cross section d~ta 
_for elastic . pp, scattering at three values of incident momenta: PL = 
. isl, 287 and 505 MeV /cin the fuli angular region [1]. The differential 
cross sedion data for charge-exchange .pp -t_ nn , scatt~ring _exist for 
a large ;et or'm~~ent~. PL [3,24], and we. use few of them. which a,re 
close to available momenta for elastic scattering ... We ~se the d~ta of 
refs. [1;a',l6',i7ii9,20j for angle-integratecfcros·s secti~ns and 'dat~ of refs. 
[16,21,22] for p valu~s. The informati~~ for p. ~t zero e~e~gy co~~s 
from the energy shift and width, D..Ei. - ifi./2 of the ls shift of a 
pp atom (antiprotonic hydrogen) [25,26]. The eX:perimenfal,data are 
D..Ei. .= (0.8 t 0.2) KeV, fi. = {LO,+ 0.2) KeV . Note als~ that 
the present experimental data for the cross 'sections are a~eraged over 
spins and therefore our theoretical investigation does not include the 
spin dependence. ·• · ·· · · · · • · ·: ·· ·. · 

. _We analyze the_ w_hole set of the above-mentioned dc1ta simultane
ously, i.e. ·we niake·the energy-indepe~dent ·fit .. The curves describing 
the differential cross sectionfor elastic scattering are shown in Fig.1-3. 
Two typical results for the differential cross section for ch·a~ge-excha~ge 
scattering at two values of momenta are shown in FigA and 5. One sees 
that the agreement of theory with experiment in a.wide energy interval 
is not bad. Of course, when we made the. energy-dependent analysis, 
~~ g~t;'the excellent 'x2 'qua:lity at each' energy for bot·h· elastic and 
cha'.rgd~excha'.nge differentiaf cross sections'. . . . ' ' ·, . . ' 

· Fig.6 'shows th~ ratio p' and Fig.7'sh~w/th;'ab:gle i~tegrated cross 
sectio~s u,1(pp), Utot(PP) and u,.,(pp) a~ a: functio~ of a~tiproton beam 
momentum.\ 
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TABLE 1. .Values of the fitted parameters. The values of a;;,· b;;, R;; 
. ·J b . f 3 . . 1n m, ;; 1n · m ' . 

-1 au 5.025 
a2l 9A84 

. -1 a33 14.664 •. 
-1 a12 6.311 
-1 a13 8.874 
-1 a23 7.920 

. r11 3.291 . 
r22 -7.577 

· T33 -11.808 
b-1 

11 4.420 
b-1 22 .!.450 
b-1 33 95.560 

b"il 0.804 
b-1" 13 20.616 
b-1 23 2.080 .· 

R-1 33 22'.892 
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The values of the fitted parameters are listed in Table L:The 16 real 
paran{et~rs iere 11;djusted ( the parameters C11 '· a~d .. C22 . w,ere fix~d and 
equal zero, for simplicity). . . . . . 

. 
5 DISCUSSION AND RESULTS . 

w~ comment first on :the value; 'or the fitted parameters list~d in 
Table 1. As has been mentioned aboie; r_eal parameters a'i/ and b'i/ 
do .not coincide with scattering lengths in respective channels and are 
not compatible with analogous complex parameters in ref.[9,10,15] .. The 
scattering lengths are computed as values of amplitudes ff; at the 
thresholds and presented in Table 2. Note that for the aim to investigate 

• the. influence of the. charge-exchange- channel to • j,p and nn.: ~ha.nnels 
the scattering lengths are ·co:ni:puled· without iii.dusion of Couiomb in
teractions~ i.e, for channels with pp initial state they are th~ 'strong 
scattering lengths' biit no(physical ones. , . . '. . · .. 

One sees fro_m Table 2 that threshold value; of_ ff 1 and 142. differ 
from each other and isospin,invariance is. broken rather sufficiently. It 
is not surprising, as it'. follo_ws from _th~ above~discussion, and is not the 
result of our approach oily. For the p\irpo'se of clemonstr~ting this, we 
have calculated the above-mentioned values using the formulas and coeffi-

. · ' • (0) _ • (0) _ • . . ,• (1) _ c1entsofpaper [9]. / 11 - -0.131+i0.818, / 22 - -0.044+i0.730, /
11 

-

1.695 + io.114, 1W =;= 1.385 + io.612 . 
The sign of the real part of the scattering length for pp · scattering is 

negative for 8 -wave and positive for p -wave, and it may lead to the 
destructive interference between the 8 -and p -waves contributions to 
the ratio p . As. to values of r;; and R;; , they do nbt correspond to 
the radius of N N interaction and in the 'M -matrix method may be 
negative. . 

A way to understand the unusual behavior of the ratio p is to 
consider the NN resonances (baryonium) or bound states below pp 
threshold. The positions of the resonances or bound states of the strong 
part of scattering amplitudes are given by the roots of the equati6ns: 

Re Det (i;"/) = 0. (23) 

when the Coulomb interactions are not taken into acco'unt. · The results 
are presented in Table 3. It was surprising for us that all performed fits 
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TABLE 2. The scattering lengths computed a~ the vhlues of strong parts 
of scattering amplitudes 18> at the correspondi~g thresholds at k; :== 9 : 
The values of 18=o) in Im, 18=1>. in lm3 ; · · 

f (O) 
11 

Joo 
" 

Joo 
H 

·100 11 

Joo 
"· 

Joo 
H 

-0.867 + i0.902. 
0.201+ i0.170 

0.079 - i0.368 

0.242 + i0.609 
0. 737 + i0.038 
-0.123 - i0.151 I 

TABLE 3. N N bound states, and, resonance. , Masses and total and 
partial widths of t~e resonanc~.are in M eV. 

l m' 

1 1809 
1 1843 
1 1875.8 

'/ 0 1942.5 

·0.60 

0.50 

0.40 

.0.30 

0.20 

0.10 

0.00 

r rw r.;n 

46 17 14.6 

Tannih 

. 

14.4 

,,,-- 540 

-\_, ' 

\300 

' ·'·j 
: 

. -0.25 -0.20 -0. 15 -0. 1 0 -0.05 0.00 0.05 
FIG.8. Argand diagrams for pp scattering for s- wave (left curve) and 
p -wave (right curve). 
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lead to resonance in s · -wave at an i~cident antiproion ~om~ntum of 
about .500 MeV /c or 1940 MeV energy in the c.m.s. It is very inter
esting because among the reported baryonium candidates, the S(l935) 
resonance (list of relevant information see in (23]) has a long history. It 
was observed as a peak in both total and annihilation cross sections of 
the pp interactions (19,27-31] and the existence ·of a rath~i narrow S. 
-resonance seemed to be established. However, other ~xperim'ents did 
not confirm the existence of enhancement in the S ~region in total cr~ss 
sections. In paper (17] reanalysis of the data of few groups was ma.de and 
no evidence was found for narrow structure (less than 10 Me V) in the 
pp total cross section but it was pointed out that the broad S resonance 
(width ~·20 MeV .) is statistically inconsistent with the data. 

The Argand diagrams, plotted in Fig.8 show the elastic pp amplitude 
T11 for s - and p -wav~s. The· Argand curve for s -wave has a Circle 
due to the resonanc~ behavior of the amplitude.· The total and partial 
widths' of the resonance ar~ p'resented ii:t Table 3 and they have been 
calculated following paper (32]. As our fit for't"otal cross section.is not 
good enough at beam momentum: above 400MeV/c , we are not sure 
that the resonance parameters are rather correct, but it is interesting that 
tho~gh the resonance is clearly seen in the partial wave, it is not visible 
in the cro~s sections where it is hidden by the background. Parameters 
of the background and its influence on the parameters of the resonance 
will be studied in: a subsequent paper. 

One topic of interest is to establish the connection between·the be~ 
havior of the P(PL) and existence of t_he resonance and bound states. 
For this purpose we have experimented with artificially changing value of 
p(0) in a wide inter~!. All fits describing the cross sections well enough 
lead to the s -wave resonance· with .a mass from about 1930 to 1945 
MeV. But the positions of bound states are very sensitive to the value of 
p(0) andJo the fit of the cross sections. Therefore, .the behavior of the· 
p ·•· ratio is strongly correlated with the existence and position of bound 
states in N N · amplitudes. · 

. Note that the fits with energy-independent MJ~ are sufficiently 
worse than those described above. As was mentioned, this means that 
annihilation channels cannot be taken into accoU:nt by assuming that ma
trix elements . M;~) are complex. 

./, 
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6 CONCLUSION 

We have made the ~oupled channel. M. -matrix investigatio~ for 
low energy N N · interaction, which takes into account pp , nn and 
annihilation. channels. Several features of N N interactions were the 
topics of our interest: high anisotropy, rapid rise of the p ratio from a 
large and negative value at a zero energy, possible resonances and bound 
states, the values of low-energy parameters, such as scattering lengths'. 

.,We have used.the effective range expansion of matrix elements MH> 
and kept two first terms in this expansion.·. The coefficients of these series 

. are real in accordance with the. M -matrix theory whereas in. similar 
investigations on this topic the complex coefficients .were used. Consid-. 
ering the annihilation channels by taking into account .the Y -matrix 
elements in a complex form is formally sui,table but not consistent be
cause of the following reasons: i) though it leads to additional inelasticity, 
any information about position of the inelastic channels is lost; ii) being 
compl~x, only few elements of the M · -matri~ are n~cessary for taking 
effectively into account the inelastic ~hannek~nd it is not.dear which 
matrix elements are to be consider~d as complex and why. I ·: - • . ..• 

Breaking of the isotopic in~ariance due the important role of the · 
charge exchange channel affe~ts very significantly the parameters of strong 
interactions. It is not a result of our concrete investigation but is a result 
of inelastic unitarity for partial amplitudes. Particularly, the radii of in7 

teractions in pp and nn channels in potential models are not equal to 
each other a priory . 
, Our analysis leads to. a rather wide ( r ~ 46 MeV ) resonance 
in s· ·-wave at invariant mass 1942 MeV (which produces the resonance 
behavior of s -partial wave) in spite of it being not visible in th~"total 
cross section. · The existence· of this resonance and the position of the 
bound states are strongly connected with the unusual beha;ior of·· P(PL) . 
The existence of bound states in p -waye near the threshold leads to an 
important role of this wave in N N interactions. These two results made 
our work different from papers [9,10], They are the consequences of an 
adequate account of unphysical cut in the pp elastic scattering .. Our 
conclusion agrees with tha~ of paper [33] where the similar procedure was 
made. 

· The important question is the range of applicability of our approach. 
One of the problems arises from the dynamical cuts in the partial wave 
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amplitudes due to the t -channel meson exchange. The second is the 
use of the effective r~nge approximation, whereas in N N scattering the· 
term proportional to k4 is important at a rather small energy. The 
third is to take account of d -wave. All these problems are now under 

· investigations. 
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XeHHep B .K.' Me~eJHIKOB B .A. 
MttoroKaHanbHbIH attamrn HH3K03HepreTHt.IeCKHX 

HyKnoH-aHTHHYKITOHHbIX _ B 3aHMo,D.eHCTBHH 

E2-9I-360 

MHoroKaHanbHblH M-MaTpHt.IHblH MeTO,lJ, npHMeHeH K CHCTeMe

NN; · yqTeHbI ynpyroe· pp-pacce.HHHe, peaKIJ,HH nepe3ap.Hp;KH 

PP - nn H KaHan pp-aHHHrHITHIJ,HH. IloKa3aHo, '-ITO 3a ct.IeT 
. . 

6onbIIIOro BITHHHHH KaHana nepe3apH,IJ;KH' napaMeTpbI CHnbHblX 

B_3aHMo,IJ;eHCTBHH He yp;onneTB,OPHI0T CTaHp;apTHbIM npep;nono)Ke

HHHM rHilOTe3bl H30TOilH,t.IeCKOH HHBapHaHTHOCTH • B OTITHt.IHe OT 

paHHHX nop;xo,IJ;OB 'MaTPHt.IHbl~ 3neMeHTbl M-MaTPllIJ,bl p;eiicTBHTeITb"".' 

Hbl. Mb! OilHCb!BaeM ,IJ;HCpqiepeHIJ,HanbHble H nonHble ceqeHHH npo-

11,eccoB pp - pp H PP - nn, nonHb!e ceqeHHH Otot (pp), H OT

HOIIIeHHe p;eiicTBHTenbHOH H MHHMOH t.iacTH aMnnHTYAbI ynpyroro 

pp pacceHHHH p;o 3Hat.IeHHH HMnynbCOB 600 M3B/c. Ilpo11,ep;ypa

MHHHMH3aIJ,HH IlPHBO,l];HTK pe3OHaHcy B S-BonHe IlPH HMnynbce 

500 M3B/c H CBH3aHHOMY cocToHHHro B p-nonHe n6nH3H nopora. 

Pa6oTa Bb!IlOnHeHa B na6opaTOPHH TeopeTHt.IeCKOH qJH3HKH 
O~H. - _ . 

-IlpenpHHT 061,eAHHE!HHOro HHCTH-ryTa RAepHhIX HCCJl~OBaHHH. ny6Ha 1991 

Henner V.K., Meshcheryakov V.A. 
Coupled-Channel Analysis of Low Energy 
Nucleon-Antinucleon Interactions. 

E2-91-360 

Multichannel M-matrix method is applied to an NN-sys
tem with taking into account elistic pp~scattering, char-- - . - , 

ge-exchange pp ➔ nn reaction and pp annihilation. It is 
sh~~n that contrary to -standard assumptions the isotopic 
violation due the large influence of the charge exchange 
channel affects very significantly the paiameters of 
strong interactions_. Contrary to. previous· descriptions, 
M-matrix elements are treated as real functions. We des~ 
cribe the differential and total cross·-sections for pp ➔ 
➔ pp and pp ➔ nn processes, cross-section otot(pp) and 
the real-to-imaginary ratio of the forward amplitude of 
elastic pp scattering up to beam momenta P{ab=600 MeV/c. 
The fitting leadsto a resonance in the s-wave at about 
Plab = 500 MeV/c and to bound states in p-wave near the 
pp threshold. 

The investigation _has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical. Physics, JINR~_ _ 
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